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Research Topics

• Rendering optimization 
– real-time shading algorithms, acceleration techniques

• Imaging
– document rectification, image colorization, morphing, gigapixel
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• Geometry processing 
– architectural design



Research topics – Gigapixel imagery

Corcovado 67GP image (former world’s largest digital photograph)

Gigapixel video of HKUST



Shape Inspired Architectural Design

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Begin with shape inspired architectural design, which addresses a problem in very early process of initial design. �Our system takes three non-architectural shape silhouettes as input,Then automatically design an architectural concept model,such that when viewed from three different locations, each building silhouette will match a corresponding input shape template. 



Architectural Design

Taipei 101 Heydar Aliyev Centre

Burj Al Arab Olympic Pavilion in Barcelona

Presenter
Presentation Notes
lets now look at some architecture in real life which inspired by non-architectural shape.The building on the left hand side is the Taipei 101 which inspired by the shape of bambooOn the right hand side is Heydar Aliyev cultral center by Zaha Hadid which has a beautiful curvy silhouette of shark.The left one is the famous Burj Hotel which resembles the sail of a ship. the right hand side architecture is the Olympic Pavilion in Barcelona which mimic the shape of golden fish.



Architectural Design

• Input: Three shape templates

• Optimize the building shape so that silhouette from three
different viewpoints match each of the three templates

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here are the pipeline of how we generate the initial design of Egypt building showed in the end of the video.We start with the three shape templates: sphinx, mountain and moon .Initially the three cameras are placed in default(orthogonal) positions,We encode several architectural requirements into an energy function, which I’ll introduce later,Then, we employed a modified cuckoo search optimization algorithm to achieve an approximate global minimum for the function.After we obtain a low energy solution, we use the marching cubes algorithm to extract a surface mesh from 3d voxel model. To provide mesh without significant noise and with features that are suitable for architectural shapes, we introduced a smoothing framework for processing the mesh. Now let me describe the detail of each step.



Exterior Objectives

• Single view: silhouette cone by projecting image from camera position. 

• Multi-view: intersection of single view silhouette cones.

Shape 
error

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Firstly, given a 2D shape, since images consist of pixels, it’ quiet straightforward to project the shape template into 3D voxel silhouette cone .as we increase the number of given shape templates to two, a visual hull can be constructed from the intersection of all the silhouette cones.However, multiple images may not be compatible, result in the distortion on silhouettes of intersected model.As we can see, part of the head of sphinx is missing.



Objectives

• Find camera position, image position and scale that can generate a 
satisfying model.   
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
As the number of shape templates increase, finding appropriate image and camera positions by ourselves will getting harder,lots of research has explored and analysis the possibility of reducing those distortions,Unlike shape morphing based techniques,We find that by changing the positions of cameras and images, we can improve the quality of silhouettes, 



What defines a good model?

• Shape template integrity

• Structural integrity

• Total volume

• …

poor structural integrity



Optimization algorithm

• Non-linear, non-convex optimization
• Considered different probabilistic techniques, metaheuristics

– Simulate Annealing (SA)
– Genetic Algorithm (GA)
– Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO)
– Cuckoo Search 

• We used a modified version of cuckoo search
– Maintains multiple solutions at any stage
– Tries to mutate solutions and provides random restarts



Smoothing
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• Convert from voxels to a mesh surface using marching cubes

• New specialized smoothing algorithm based on bilateral 
filtering with roof flattening

Noisy input

Deformable 
mean filter

Bilateral 
normal filter 

with roof 
flattening

Output

Vertices update

Presenter
Presentation Notes
After we obtain the filtered field of face normals {gi hat}, we then perturb the shape according to filtered normals as Zhang’ method.Below are the flowchart of our smoothing framework.as you can see, given a bumpy mesh, we first apply our deformable normal filter, then remove undesirable creases and generate flat area by applying bilateral normal filter with roof flattening,After that, we perturb the mesh to match filtered normals. We iterate between these three step with sufficient iterations to get final output.Our smoothing framework is not limited in architectural case, its performance on several benchmark could be found in the paper.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now, lets watch a video of our system.This is a concept museum design generated with our systemmimic the shape of whale, shark and snake in three different viewpoint.We first generate an voxel model according to the silhouette by default settings.With two camera on the ground since normally people observe architectural on the ground, and one camera on the top which control the footprint of building.In our system, user only need to provide three binary images as the input, which are shown on the left. We encode various aesthetic and structural requirements into an energy function to evaluate the quality of design.User can adjust camera positions, image positions and image scale to gradually decrease the energy.We provide several optimization algorithms, user can invoke an optimization algorithm to solve for a nearly global solution at anytime.We then construct a voxel model according to the optimized camera and image parameters, and convert it into a mesh model afterwards.After that, we apply our smoothing framework to generate a design satisfying architectural requirements on balcony, roof, smoothness and so on.We will introduce the detail of those architectural requirements later. This is another concept design which mimic the shape of mountain, sphinx and moon.



Egypt Museum
Default parameters Optimized parameters

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now I will show you three building prototypes generated with our methodology.This is a Egypt theme museum design, it’s based on three binary images shown as insets with the corresponding rendered views in the second row. For the first row,The left two figures shows the voxel model with default setting and a visualization of its structural and topological integrityThe two images on the right shows the optimized design and its respective visualization. The values of all the principle controlling the shape before (red) and after (green) optimization   are shown in the bar chart at bottom right.



Default parameters Optimized parameters

Aquarium

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is an concept design for Aquarium, As we  can see, the optimized building well represent the input shape templates.



Default parameters Optimized parameters

Design for Possible ACM Headquarters

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a concept design for possible future ACM headquarter, As we can see, the initial design was under great stress, while the optimized building highly reduce the area of possible overstressed part.Parameters and data for all these models could be found in the paper.



Default parameters Optimized parameters

Bird Shape Building
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Conclusion

SIAD-Conclusions & Future Works

• Architectural concept design system
– Initial design from three input shapes
– Building silhouettes consistent with input shapes 
– Incorporates architectural requirements
– Modified cuckoo search algorithm

• Later work explored interior planning:
• Discussing exploring interesting

real-world uses with architects



More info:
http://www.cse.ust.hk/~psander/

Thank you!

http://www.cse.ust.hk/%7Epsander/docs/gigaloop.pdf
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